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Senior Grace Sickendick
Finishes Out Her Third
Year as Drum Major

eing a drum major for the
all totally different but more so, the
FHN Marching Band is no
same. We see each other at our absolute
easy task, but senior Grace
worst. When we’re smelly, tired, and
Sickendick works to make
overall cranky. At the end of the day, it’s
it seem effortless. A drum
all worth it and I would do it all over
major is the person that
again.”
stands on the podium,
Unlike most sports or activities, there
visible at football games, and conducts
is no specific “try-out” to be a drum
the ongoing band.
major. Most schools hold auditions for
“Everyone thinks that’s what it is, but
the role, but not FHN.
that’s only 20% of the job,” Sickendick
“It was actually my band director who
said. “Most of it is student-led, because
asked me if I wanted to do it, at the end
you have the band director, staff, junior
of my freshman year, because he thought
staff and then you have the drum
I’d be a good fit for it,” Sickendick said.”
majors, who make sure the
He believed in me and I believed in
section leaders and their
myself, so I stepped up to the role.”
sections are doing alright.”
Sickendick is a senior now who
making
an
Sickendick’s passion for
has treasured every moment she
impact
music started way before
had with the band program. Making
high school. She has loved
many friends along the way, she
it ever since the age of
became closer with many people,
5 and has been involved in the band
but especially with senior Emilee Statzer.
program all throughout middle school.
She recognizes the legacy that Sickendick
However, her love for music turned into
will leave behind and appreciates her
more of a passion in high school.
for it
The FHN Marching Band, alongside
“She was probably the best person
other sports and activities, views
for that role,” Statzer said. “She always
themselves as a family. Throughout the
knows what to do and say in any
summer, students in band spend a large
situation. Grace is the type of person to
amount of their time together at band
be friends with everybody, which is a
camp, being with each other at least 12
good thing. She also has formed bonds,
hours a day. They have seen each other
which it seems like, with every person in
at their low and high points, just like any
band.”
other team, but what makes a great team
By: Hugh Kibera
is how you handle those celebrations
hkibera225@g.fhsdschools.org
and struggles moving forward together.
“We’re weird,” Sickendick said. “We’re
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Senior Grace Sickendick looks over the memebers of the FHN band during the
Howell Preview. (photo by Riley Witherbee)
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FREEZE!
FREEZE!
The name of the show the marchind band and color
guard performed together this year was titled ‘Freeze’
and featured songs from the hit movie ‘Frozen’. The
costumes were themed with cold weather and the
props used were decorated to look as though they
were in a wintery setting.
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Uniform
breakdown

The uniforms being themed with the Freeze!
theme of the show made for them to look
like a winter outfit. Many different members
of the band have different opinions of the
uniforms.

“I liked the uniforms
because they were
super comfortable
and bright. They fit the
character of the show
well and made it easier
to get into character.”

Chase Oncken,10

1.) Seniors Candace
Seim, Emma Temper and
others pause during the
performace and smile at
the crowd. 2.) Junior Drew
Basford plays his Baritone
Saxaphone during the
Howell Preview.
3.) Alaina Moore smiles
at the crowd while turning
over her flag while
performing. 4.) Senior Kyle
Crow beats on his drim in
sync with the other students
in band. (photos by Riley
Witherbee)
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HIGHLIGHT REEL
“Right after our last performance at BOA.
When you’re on the field for the very last
time, at the very end of a show, all the
adrenaline rushes through you so quickly.
It’s an amazing feeling, really.”

Robert Fairless, 11

Most memebers of band have a
specific moment that stands out to
them from the season.

“My favorite moment was the senior’s
last march because it was really
bittersweet and reminded me how
much I’m gonna miss band.”

Candace Siem, 12
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